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Abstract:  Regarding the energy transition in terms of ecological and economical aspects, also the security in
supply, safe and reliable operation and the desired ability to store renewable generated excess electrical power
play a role in future grid expansion strategies. To support and release the electric grid, integrated energy systems,
characterized by sectorcoupling between the energy sectors electricity, gas and heat, picture an approach to in
crease the storage and transmission capacity of a whole energy system. Concerning the demand side, it also has to
be kept in consideration that not every kind of desired final energy has to be necessarily electrical. So, power has
to be supplied in the appropiate kind to satisfy the consumers’ requirements. Within the following contribution a
holistic methodology is presented which is able to deal with various compositions of domestic technical endow
ment for residential areas to acquire knowledge about necessary delivery power of the main three energy sectors.
The types of final energy, that will be considered, are electricity for basic services and personal electric vehicle
usage and heat for heating space and tap water. The desired kind of final energy can be delivered by onpoint
power transformation, so the methodology includes several possible types of appliances and endowment. With the
nearly infinite possible composition and input options, it is transferable to residential areas of different dimensions
and mirrors the high versatility and flexibility of the domestic sector as a decisive consumer, preliminary for later
analysing e.g. whole urban areas and network infrastructures including the generators’ side. It serves as a tool to
investigate, in what manner power delivery characteristics change, when the configuration of final energy devices
in the domestic sector is altered and what conclusions have to be drawn by the energy providers and especially
the transmission system operators for electricity, gas and heat, in terms of integrated grid expansion strategies. It
can either be used as a “green meadow” approach for newly built development areas or for enlargement of already
existing housing areas. Additionally to a detailed explanation of the methodology’s structure, some configuration
scenarios are defined and the algorithm is executed for an exemplary residential area. Furthermore, some rele
vant objectives, like primary energy input, system efficiency or capital expenditure are declared to serve as rating
criteria for evaluation of the investigated composition scenarios. The presented methodology provides a basis for
(multi) criteria optimization of expansion strategies for integrated infrastructures in further research.
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1 Introduction
To successfully manage the energy transition, vari
ous interdisciplinary questions and challenges have to
be faced. In terms of decentralized renewable energy
supplywhich ismainly produced in form of electricity
from wind or solar power, electric grids may get over
loaded due to slower grid expansion compared to the
fast dissambly of renewable generators. Furthermore,
in terms of the estimated growing electromobility sec
tor [1], the whole electric infrastructure has to face
this development and to challenge the strongly grow
ing electrification of the transportation sector by ad

equate expansion strategies and increasing transmis
sion capacities. Besides, ensuring the power balance
between generation and demand is always a main part
in network operation. Electricity itself is not storable
but has to be transformed to other kinds of less volatile
energy carriers [2]. Unlike the electric power which
consists of moving electrons, gas implies inner chem
ical energy which can be retrieved by combustion at
the desired point of time. In addition, gas grids op
erate in a much longer time range with higher iner
tia than the electric grids and due to the capacity of
pipeline infrastructure they provide the ability to store
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energy for longer time periods [3]. Concerning the
already distinctive infrastructure of natural gas trans
port in Europe, there is the opportunity to release the
electric sector by using the high potential of sector
coupling. Coupling between the main different en
ergy sectors, electricity, gas and also heat increases
the storage capability, flexibility and redundancy of a
full energy system [4, 5]. In terms of occuring interde
pendencies between the grids of energy carriers with
different physical behavior, grid expansion strategies
have to be transferred from seperated to integrated
multimodal strategies.
The requirements of grid expansion are manifold and
cover technical, economical and ecological aspects.
Some are

• security in supply

• technical safety

• reliability

• resilience

• environmental compatibility

• economic viability

• efficiency

and depict the basis of a working and socially ac
cepted energy system. The effectiveness of grid ex
pansion stretegies could be rated by different values
and criteria, the priority may differ, regarding subjec
tive points of view of society, grid operators or envi
ronmental associations. Some rating criteria to eval
uate energy systems are pictured in 3.

Energy grid

Primary energy input Capital expenditure

Operation costs Transition losses

CO2 emissions

Fig. 1: Criteria of grid expansion and operation.

Some objectives and targets of expansion strate
gies fit well together and complement each other, oth
ers may be independent or opposed to each other.

Corresponding research To successfully exe
cute an “integrated energy transition”, there is need
for action in every sector of an energy system, also
regarding quarters and buildings [1]. In [1], the def
inition of “integrated energy system” is not only re
lated to the three wired energy infrastructures, but
also uses the term “sector” and “sectorcoupling” for
coupling different consumer structures like industry,

transportation and domestic sector. The interdepen
dency between all the components in energy systems
require smart and interdisciplinary methods for deal
ing with the future development of the energy tran
sition [1]. Some publications regarding multimodal
grid structures and sectorcoupling between different
energy sectors deal with coupled load flow methods
as in [6, 7, 8], optimization strategies in integrated
structures [9, 10, 11] or quasidynamic interactions
between electric and heating grid in [12]. In [13] a
methodology to combine the sectors electricity, heat
and mobility in terms of costeffective decarboniza
tion in a holistic approach is presented. In [14] a co
ordinated integrated operation is investigated and [15]
focuses on the design of multimodal energy systems
under consideration of components’ partload effi
ciencies. In [16] a costoptimization comparison be
tween electricity storage and sectorcoupling is made
with discovering high benefits of sectorcoupling. In
[17] the synergies between sectorcoupling and trans
mission reinforcement is investigated. In addition to
that research, the presented method shall contribute
to the topic of multimodal structures regarding espe
cially the demand side. Because of the various kinds
of existing end devices for residents’ needs, the do
mestic sector offers high potential for energy trans
formation and so to say “sectorcoupling at home”.
For example, today’s fulfillment of space heating de
mand is not anymore only given by conventional gas
or oilfired boilers, but also by electrical heat pumps
[18] or fuel cell systems [19]. The power supply
for residences in development areas from zero on
with a “green meadow” approach on one hand en
ables nearly infinite possibilities to the user of the
method. On the other hand, the supply configura
tions for extended residential areas can be chosen in
a gridassistive way to utilize available capacities and
release the overloaded ones. The technical possibili
ties and smart configurations of end devices can sup
port and accommodate the suppliers and so the grids
itself. By trial of the presented method, different con
figurations can be investigated and conclusions can
be drawn for the three energy sectors electricity, gas
and heat which can be evaluated by different criteria.
The research regarding domestic consumer behavior
often focuses on smartmetering electric devices in
single households like in [20, 21, 22] to regulate the
demands for generating a gridassistive load flow.
Within the following method the demand side man
agement in terms of affecting consumer behavior is
not regarded, only the installation of appliances for fi
nal energy supply can be managed and the results and
conclusions can be analyzed after themethod’s execu
tion. In [23] the domestic sector is examined quite de
tailed with individual defined devices in households.
Within the here presented manuscript, the basic elec
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tric load is not partitioned to single electric devices
but personal charging of electric vehicles is taken into
consideration and this does depict a relevant differ
ence in domestic electric demand in contrast to con
ventional electric basic load. In [24, 25, 26] full ur
ban regions and their energetical supply are taken into
consideration.

Motivation The research within the following
manuscript serves as a contribution to bring the power
demand’s development of the domestic sector on one
side and grid expansion strategies on the other side
together in an integrated point of view, utilizing the
multipurpose power delivery within households to
support grid expansion by the aspects mentioned in
3 and further.
Some generally questions according to the field are
formulated as a motivation to the here presented in
vestigation:

• What are the possibilities to supply domestic fi
nal energy and what does it mean for the three
sectors electricity, gas and heat?

• How high is the potential of increasing flexibility
in an energy system by using the high versatility
of power transformation in the domestic sector?

• What configurations of technical endowment in
the domestic sector lead to good boundary con
ditions in terms of various aspects of grid expan
sion strategies?

• How can forecasting of consumer’s final energy
consumption be involved into future integrated
grid expansion strategies?

• What capacities for new built electric lines, or gas
and district heating pipes are necessary for do
mestic development areas dependent on the res
idence’s technical endowment and how can it be
planned and designed in a multimodal way, tak
ing perceptions of the three grid operators into
account?

• How can the configuration of domestic end de
vices be designed in a smart way to use available
structure capacities and not endanger overload
ing of structures operationg at the limit?

• How can overloaded grid structures be released
by retrofitting technical end devices and so
change the kind of power supply?

• How can the technical extention of an already
existing municipality realized in a gridassisitive
way?

• What consequences for the electric grid result out
of higher electrification of the consumers, con
sidering e.g. EV charging and heat pumps? To
what extent does it make sense to provide heat
electrical and enable private, uncontrolled EV
charging?

• What conclusions have to be drawn for the en
ergy grids due to decentralized generation by PV
or fuel cells?

• In what kind of regions does it make sense to ex
pand all three energy grids, and where is it more
advantageous only to build one or two?

Of course, not all of those questions will or can be
answered in detail within this manuscript and least of
all for every configuration case or district parameters.
Primarily, only exemplary scenarios will be pictured
and so the given results are only valid for the exist
ing parameters and boundary conditions of the exam
ples. But the presented methodology itself should as
sist users to draw conclusions and deduce answers to
the questions for concrete use cases.
In the followingmanuscript themain consideredways
of power transformation are explained at the begin
ning in section 2. Thereupon, the general conception
methodology of final energy delivery in the domes
tic sector is explicitly described in section 3. Some
configuration scenarios are defined and results for an
exemplary execution of the method will be presented
and discussed in 5. Also rating criteria are estab
lished as objectives to evaluate chosen configurations
regarding different aspects. Conclusions and topics
for further research based on the given methodology
are treated in the end.

2 Forms of power transformation
There are several methods for transforming electrical
energy into chemical energy and vice versa [27, 28].
The ability to transform certain energy carriers into
others leads to more flexibility in operating energy
systems and also more possibilities to store excess
power [5]. The most important ways of energy trans
formation and the corresponding technical devices
considered within this investigation are briefly men
tioned in the following sections.

2.1 GastoPower
The energy transformation from gas to power is well
established. In conventional power generation, the
chemical energy of a fuel is used to initiate and main
tain a combustion reaction to highly increase the pro
cess fluid’s enthalpy. The process fluid runs a cy
cle consisting of turbo machinery and a generator for
electrical output [27]. Nowadays, gas power plants
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are fed by natural gas out of the transition infrastruc
ture [27]. Those power plants are usually attached at
the high voltage level. However, this particular area
is not part of this work which, consequently, does not
feature any analysis of cyclic processes.
Another way to transform gas to electrical power is
the fuel cell (FC) in which a “cold combustion” is re
alized. Inside a fuel cell electric power is produced by
a redoxreaction between hydrogen and oxygen [19].
The overall static electrical efficiency ηFC,el of a fuel
cell shall be defined as

ηFC,el =
PFC,el

ĖNG
=

PFC,el

ṁNG ·Hi
(1)

with the electric output PFC,el, the mass flow of
natural gas, ṁNG, and the inferior heating value ,Hi,
already regarding the reformation efficiency for trans
forming natural gas to hydrogen and the electric com
ponents’ efficiencies. Today’s existing fuel cell sys
tems show an electrical efficiency of about ≈ 40%,
based on a hydrogenfeed without the reformation
step [27].

2.2 GastoHeat
The usage of a fuel’s chemical energy as heat is a long
known principle and is realized via exothermic reac
tions e.g. in combustion motors in vehicles, rankine
cycles or the Jouleprocess [28]. In the light of a fu
ture energy system, that does not rely on coal, this
work takes into account only natural gas as fuel with
less CO2emissions compared to coal. Nowadays, a
lot of households use gas boilers to heat tap water or
to feed a heating system for space heating. The pos
sible recoverable heat flow Q̇NG in a combustion is
given by

Q̇NG = ṁNG ·Hi. (2)

The operation of fuel cells produces some waste
heat which can be used further. Regarding the use of
combined power and heat using FCs, the maximum
usable heat efficiency ηth is naturally limited by

ηth = 1− ηFC,el. (3)

2.3 PowertoGas
PowertoGas is a strategy to transform electrical en
ergy to chemical energy stored in e.g. hydrogen or
methane. It is a useful alternative for storing ex
cess electrical output from renewable resources [29].
During times of overproduction, the additional power
can be transformed into a less volatile energy carrier.
However, on the premise that the average resident is
neither willing nor able to produce and store the gas
for their own consumption, the concept of Powerto
Gas is neglected throughout this work.

2.4 PowertoHeat
The transformation of PowertoHeat is often realized
onsite, e.g. by small water boilers or in electrical
flow heaters. The recoverable heatflow in form of
heatedup fluid (e.g. water) Q̇FH in a flow heater is
defined by

Q̇FH = ṁ · cp ·∆T = Pel · ηFH. (4)

Another technology for the heating of space and
tap water can be found in heat pumps. They are able
to deliver heat out of the earth or the environment
on a low temperature level [28]. The socalled heat
pump’s COP (“coefficient of performance”) is de
fined as the ratio of produced heatQ and input energy
W .

COP =
Q

W
(5)

Typical COP values for heat pumps extracting
heat from the ground lie between 4 and 5, whereas
heat pumps extracting heat from the environment fea
ture values around 3 [18, 28].

3 General Methodology
Within this chapter the general methodology of the
conception for final energy delivery in the domestic
sector used in this paper is presented and explained
in detail. The single calculation steps can be pro
grammed in every kind of software and so be utilized
as a tool. Figure 2 pictures the structure scheme of
the methodogology, which is divided into the three
main levels “final energy demand”, “final energy
supply” and “power delivery”. Firstly, section 3.1
gives a small introduction to the domestic sector and
its typical kinds of final energy demand. Secondly,
in section 3.2 typical end devices to satisfy domestic
needs are presented and the boundary conditions
for technical installation configurations within a
residential area are defined. In the following section
3.3 the operation of end devices for timedependent
final energy supply is picked out as a central theme.
On basis of the existing final energy demands and
knowledge of the end devices’ power transformation
behavior and distribution within the energy system,
the necessary input power for the end devices can
be determined. Subsequently, the transfer from final
energy supply level to the necessary power delivery
level for the three wired energy sectors electricity,
gas and heat, is derived in section 3.4.

3.1 Approach of domestic final energy
demand

The modeled residential area consists of N house
holds, whose power demands shall be met at any time.
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Fig. 2: Structure scheme of the methodology.

The final energy of households can be devided into
three main parts: Electric demand, heat for tap water
and space heating. The first type of final energy, the
electric demand Pel,FE, represents pure electric power
which cannot be replaced by any other kind of en
ergy. Within this investigation, the electric demand
is divided into two parts: The first part is the conven
tional electric basic services, Pel,FE,dom, representing
typical electric appliances. Within the domestic sec
tor, they are e.g. the fridge and freezer, oven, vacuum
cleaner, TV, radio, lighting, phone charging, note
books, PCs, tea cooker, washing machine, hairdryer,
grid connected electric toys, dishwasher for typical
households. Respectively, that appliances also need
a small amount of reactive power. Also, the opportu
nity for charging electric vehicles (EV) at home shall
be taken into consideration here and is represented by
the term Pel,EV.
Second type, Q̇HW,FE, comes in form of hot water
to fulfill hygienic and sanitarily requierements. The
third kind of domestic demand, Q̇SH,FE, is needed fo
space heating to keep the residences’ inside at an ap
propriate temperature level. Space heating is the most
notable energy demand in the domestic sector. Also
there can be no reduction considering simultaenity,
because the cold affects the whole region at the same

time. Table 1 gives an overview of the three incorpo
rated forms of final energy consumed in the domestic
sector.

Table 1: Overview of the types of final energy con
sumed in the domestic sector.

FE Explanation
Pel,FE =
Pel,FE,dom + Pel,EV

Pure electric power for
domestic devices and
EV

Q̇HW,FE Heat power of hot water
Q̇SH,FE Space heating power

The power balance for one household with its
timedependent total demand ĖFE,household(t) respec
tively the power balance of the whole residential area
has to be ensured at every instant of time t.

3.2 Configuration of technical
implementation

The delivery of different final energy types at each
residence can be achieved by various technical de
vices with diverse feeds of energy carriers. It has to be
kept in mind, that there are nearly infinite alternatives
of installing devices but the replacement or change in
composition or installed capacity from one time step
to the next one is not possible without further ado.
In the following, a reasonable distribution pattern of
such end devices within a the domestic sector is pro
posed.

3.2.1 Electric power
A residence’s electric power is usually delivered by a
connection to the external electric grid at the low volt
age level (0.4 kV) [27]. For the security of supply, ev
ery household is connected, so there are nel,grid = N
connection points to the external electric grid. Ad
ditionally, a household may have photovoltaic (PV)
cells on their roof for decentralized generation of elec
tricity. The number of households with installed PV
power, nPV, is in the range of zero toN . Furthermore,
it could be the case that every household could own
a small residential fuel cell system which produces
electricity as its own small power plant. The number
of households with a fuel cell is defined as nFC with
the boundary condition 0 ≤ nFC ≤ N. It is, of course,
possible for a household to feature both technologies,
PV and FC.
The mobility of the inhabitants shall be represented
with the amount of EV, nEV, in the domestic area
which is not naturally limited to an upper level.

3.2.2 Heating tap water
Because of hygienic and comfort requirements, tap
water is heated up to a pleasurable temperature level,
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so heat power has to be added. This can be real
ized via electrical flow heaters (FH) nFH, heat pumps
(HP) nHP,HW, combustion of NG in gas boilers (GB)
nGB,HW, a district heating grid connection (DHG)
nDHG,HW or solar thermal (ST) energy. To use solar
thermal energy, a hot water storage is necessary to
store the not directly used power of sunlight (STS).
The number of households with solar thermal and
storage technology is defined by nSTS. Furthermore,
the ability to use the waste heat of a fuel cell to heat
up the tap water shall be taken into account. Under
the assumption that especially during winter months,
the tap water cannot be heated up appropriately only
by solar thermal panels so that every household with
installed ST is required to have access to an additional
energy source. Additionally, it is preconditioned, that
every household just uses one of these additional con
ventional technologies. This leads to the equation

nFH+nHP,HW+nGB,HW+nDHG,HW+nFC = N. (6)

3.2.3 Space heating
Especially during winter, reliable space heating is es
sential for the inhabitants’ convinience. Rules and
standards regulate the design of heating devices to en
sure a minimal inner temperature according to a ref
erence ambient temperature, dependent on the loca
tion [30]. For space heating, different technical im
plementations are used. One of the most widely used
is still space heating with a gas fired boiler (GB), with
storage and heating system. The number nGB,SH of
households owning a gas fired boiler for feeding a
heating system is in the range of at less zero to maxi
mum N .

The number of households using an electrical heat
pump (HP) for space heating is defined as the variable
nHP,SH with its maximum valueN . Also, it is possible
to use the process heat of FCs for space heating [19].
The number of residences with installed fuel cell tech
nology is already defined above. Households without
own heat generators need a connection to the district
heating grid (DHG). This connection can be realized
directly or indirectly via heat exchangers [31]. The
number of connected households to the district heat
ing grid for space heating is naturally limited up toN .
To ensure space heating in each of the N households
and also assuming no redundancy, the equation

nGB,SH + nHP,SH + nDHG,SH + nFC = N (7)

is valid.

3.2.4 Overview
The household’s quantities n with different installed
technical implementations are already defined as ab
solute values 0 ≤ n ≤ N . To easier get an idea of
the quotas of used technologies inside the whole area,

ratios are defined. Coefficients a to g and s, v, x, y, z
describe the amount of households that use the cor
responding device, compared to the total number of
households inside of the considered residential area.
Those ratios do not give any information about the
installed capacity or maximum power output of the
technology, they only serve as a guide to the technolo
gies’ distribution inside the district. Table 2 summa
rizes the considered various technologies and derived
boundary conditions.

Table 2: Overview of the defined configuration coef
ficients of technical endowment.

Technology Coeff. Def. Boundary
conditions

PV a nPV
N 0 ≤ a ≤ 1

FC b nFC
N 0 ≤ b ≤ 1

El. grid
connection

x
nel,grid
N x = 1

El. flow
heater

c nFH
N 0 ≤ c ≤ 1,c =

1−b−d−e−y
Heat pump
for hot water

d nHP,HW
N 0 ≤ d ≤ 1,

d = 1−b−c−
e− y

Gas boiler
for hot water

e nGB,HW
N 0 ≤ e ≤ 1,

e = 1−b−c−
d− y

Solar thermal
power

s nST
N 0 ≤ s ≤ 1

DHG
connection
for hot water

y nDHG,HW
N 0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

y = 1−b−c−
d

Heat pump
for space
heating

f nHP,SH
N 0 ≤ f ≤ 1,

f = 1 − b −
g − z

Gas boiler for
space heating

g nGB,SH
N 0 ≤ g ≤ 1,

g = 1−b−f−
z

DHG
connection
for space
heating

z nDHG,SH
N 0 ≤ z ≤ 1,

z = 1−b−f−
g

Electric
vehicle

v nEV
N 0 ≤ v

3.3 Configuration of final energy supply
The possible configuration of technical implementa
tion has been presented so far in section 3.2. Now, it
is shown how to deal with the endowment in consid
eration of timedependent consumer load in terms of
electrical, tap water and space heating demand.
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3.3.1 Supply of electric power Pel,FE
Here, the demand of pure electric power is divided
into the two parts domestic basic service Pel,FE,dom(t)
and EV charging power Pel,EV(t) as mentioned in
3.2.1. To run electric devices or charge EV’s batter
ies, the supply has to be forcefully electric. The net
demand of the desired electric power Pel,FE,dom(t) as
final energy can be derived from domestic standard
load profiles as e.g in [32] and the demand for vehi
cle charging can be modeled e.g. on the basis of [33],
as described below in section 4.2.1. The net demand
Pel,FE(t) for electric power can be met by PV or FC
generation or has to be delivered via the external low
voltage grid:

Pel,FE(t) = Pel,FE,dom(t) + Pel,EV(t) =

{
PPV(t)
PFC,el(t)
Pel,grid(t)

(8)
with

PPV(t) = α(t) · Pel,FE(t)

PFC,el(t) = β1(t) · Pel,FE(t)

Pel,grid(t) = (1− α(t)− β1(t)) · Pel,FE(t)

(9)

and the ratios α(t) > 0 and β1(t) > 0, giving
what percentage of the electric final energy is de
livered by the corresponding source at time t. If
α(t) + β1(t) becomes greater than 1, excess electric
power, generated by local PV panels and/or fuel
cells, will be fed into the external electric grid.

PV generation In this model, energy from the sun
is converted into electric power via PV cells. In re
ality, the usage of sun power is limited by the maxi
mum possible size of the installed cells and the avail
able roof top area for solar energy exploitation. In an
initial approximation the roof top area of every house
has the same sizeAR. The amount of electrical output
depends on the direct solar radiation idir [34] at time
t and on the usage ratio ζPV,i which describes the part
of used roof area compared to full roof area of house
hold i.
The total generated power output by PV is given by

PPV(t) = idir,sun(t) · ηPV ·
nPV∑
i=1

AR · ζPV,i (10)

but limited to the maximum power output of the
cells

PPV,max =

nPV∑
i=1

PnPV ·AR · ζPV,i (11)

The advantage of electricity out of solar power is,
that households can “share” the electric output via the

low voltage network. As a result, the power PPV(t) is
either consumed completely within the district itself
or can be fed into the overlayed grid structures. The
temperaturedependency of PV cells shall be defined
as

ηPV = ηn,PV + τPV · Tamb (12)
according to [34] with the normal efficiency ηn,PV

at 25 ◦C and the temperature coefficient τPV < 0.
That leads to a decrease in efficiency with higher am
bient temperatures.

Fuel cell generation The total electrical output of
all operating fuel cells at time t is defined as

PFC,el(t) = β1(t) · Pel,FE(t) = ηFC,el · ĖNG(t) (13)

so the needed amount of natural gas can then be
calculated by

ĖNG(t) =
β1(t)

ηFC,el
· Pel,FE(t) (14)

assuming all fuel cell systems have the same elec
tric efficiency, ηFC,el, and the individual operation
point, which has a direct influence on the coefficient
β1(t), is known. The ratio ψFC of electrical compared
to thermal output is defined as

ψFC =
PFC,el

Pth,el
. (15)

The electrical and thermal generated power by
fuel cells depends on its operating point which is
not forcefully fixed. To simplify the operation algo
rithm within this method, it is assumed that the oper
ation control of fuel cells is always heat guided and
so the elecrical output of the FC can be determined
by knowledge of the corresponding owners’ heat de
mands which shall be satisfied by the fuel cell.

3.3.2 Supply of hot water Q̇HW,FE

The thermal power Q̇HW(t) for heating tap water can
be provided in different ways. Only the already men
tioned devices and implementations in section 3.2.2
(fuel cell, flow heater, heat pump, gas boiler, solar
thermal panels and district heating grid connection)
considered within this method.
The heat power for tap water can then be divided into
the different parts:

Q̇HW,FE(t) =



Q̇FC,HW(t)
Q̇FH(t)
Q̇HP,HW(t)
Q̇GB,HW(t)
Q̇STS(t)

Q̇DHG,HW(t)

(16)
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with

Q̇FC,HW(t) = β2(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

Q̇FH(t) = γ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

Q̇HP,HW(t) = δ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

Q̇GB,HW(t) = ϵ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

Q̇STS(t) = σ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

Q̇DHG,HW(t) = (1− β2(t)− γ(t)− δ(t)

−ϵ(t)− σ(t))(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

(17)

and the ratios γ(t) ≥ 0, δ(t) ≥ 0, ϵ(t) ≥ 0 and
σ(t). The functionalities of powertoheat via flow
heaters and heat pumps have been already explained
in section 2.4 and the heat supply by combustion of
NG has been mentioned in 2.2. Hot water can neither
be injected into an external grid nor shared between
residencies, leading to the following condition being
fulfilled at all times:

1− β2(t)− γ(t)− δ(t)− ϵ(t)− σ(t) ≥ 0. (18)

Solar thermal generation In this model, every
household with installed solar thermal cells oper
ates with the same type of cells, flat plate collectors.
They are characterized by an improved heat insula
tion which leads to a vastly reduced loss of heat to the
environment [35]. Here, a twocircle system is con
sidered. The efficiency is defined by

ηST =
q̇u
iglob

(19)

with usable specific heat q̇u and global radia
tion iglob under the estimation that both, direct and
diffuse radiation, can be utilized. The efficiency’s
temperaturedependency is given by

ηST = ηo−
1

iglob
·[k∗tot·(Tabs − Tamb)+k1(Tabs−Tamb)2]

(20)
with the term ηo representing the optical effi

ciency, the term k∗tot ·(Tabs − Tamb) the convective and
the term k1(Tabs − Tamb)

2 the radiation losses. Tabs
represents the absorber temperature [35].
Unfortunately, the produced heat by solar power of
one household cannot be directly shared with other
households. So, it is not possible to sum it all up, like
for PV generation in equation 10. The produced heat,
Q̇ST,HW,i, of the household i with installed solar ther
mal cells with a ratio ζST,i of used roof area is

Q̇ST,HW,i(t) = iglob(t) · ηST ·AR · ζST,i. (21)

It has to be kept in consideration that PV and solar
thermal cells are competing technologies in terms of

covering the roof’s area. In case that residences may
have installed both technologies, it has to be ensured
that the sum of the corresponding covering ratios ζPV,i
and ζST,i is not greater than 1.
The use of solar thermal energy postulates the avail
ability of a sensible hot water storage [35]. It is as
sumed that only the users of solar thermal powers
run a water storage for tap water and all storages
have a gas boiler as an additional conventional heat
source connected to them. The not directly used so
lar thermal power can be added to the storage. For
the detailed storage model see appendix 7. The term
Q̇STS(t) represents a combined heat flow of the to
tal solar thermal heat of the residential area and heat
power by discharging the storages as in:

Q̇STS(t) = Q̇ST(t) + Q̇storage(t). (22)

district heating grid Households which are con
nected to the local district heating grid receive their
hot water demand via a heat exchangers. Assum
ing negligible transition and heat exchange losses, the
supplied power from the heating grid is given by

Q̇DHG,HW(t) = (1− β2(t)− γ(t)− δ(t)

− ϵ(t)− σ(t)) · Q̇HW,FE(t). (23)

3.3.3 Supply of space heating Q̇SH,FE
In section 3.2.3 the regarded technical implementa
tion for space heating, fuel cells, heat pumps, gas
boiler and district heating, have been enumerated so
far. Regarding these technologies, the total demand
of space heating Q̇SH,FE(t) at any time t is covered
by:

Q̇SH,FE(t) =


Q̇FC,SH(t)
Q̇HP,SH(t)
Q̇GB,SH(t)
Q̇DHG,SH(t)

(24)

with the heat supplies for the corresponding im
plementations:

Q̇FC,SH(t) = β3(t) · Q̇SH,FE(t)

Q̇HP(t) = φ(t) · Q̇SH,FE(t)

Q̇GB,SH(t) = λ(t) · Q̇SH,FE(t)

Q̇DHG,SH(t) = (1− β3(t)− φ(t)− λ(t)) · Q̇SH,FE(t).
(25)

The ratio β3 ≥ 0 represents the space heat generated
by fuel cells, φ(t) ≥ 0 the heating ratio of electric
heat pumps and λ ≥ 0 the part of space heating via
gas boiler usage. Residual heating power has to be
delivered by the district heating grid.
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3.3.4 Overview
Table 3 summarizes the coefficients and their depen
dencies on configuration, time, wheather and endow
ment.

Table 3: Overview over the dependencies of the vary
ing coefficients.

Def. Timedependent coefficient
PPV(t)
Pel,FE(t)

α(t) =
f(a,AR, Psun(t), PnPV, ηPV(Tamb), ζPV,i)

PFC,el(t)
Pel,FE(t)

β1(t) =

f(b, PnFC, OPψFC , Q̇HW,HW(t), Q̇SH(t))
Pel,grid(t)
Pel,FE(t)

(1− α(t)− β1(t))
Q̇FC,HW(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
β2(t) = f(b, PnFC, OPψFC , Q̇HW,FE(t))

Q̇FH,FE(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
γ = f(c, σ(t), Q̇HW,FE(t))

Q̇HP,HW(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
δ(t) = f(d, Q̇HW(t))

Q̇GB,HW(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
ϵ(t) = f(e, σ(t), Q̇HW,FE(t))

Q̇ST,HW(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
σ(t) =

f(s,AR, iglob(t), ζST,i, ηST(Tabs, Tamb),
Qstorage)

Q̇DHG,HW(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)
(1− β2(t)− γ(t)− δ(t)− ϵ(t)− σ(t))

Q̇FC,SH(t)

Q̇SH,FE(t)
β3(t) = f(b, PnFC, OPψFC , Q̇SH(t))

Q̇HP,SH

Q̇SH,FE(t)
φ(t) = f(f, Tamb(t), k, AB)

Q̇GB,SH

Q̇SH,FE(t)
λ(t) = f(g, Tamb(t), k, AB)

Q̇DHG,SH

Q̇SH,FE(t)
(1− β3(t)− φ(t)− λ(t))

3.4 Power delivery
After the detailed explanation of the parts demand and
supply of the final energy, in the following, the deliv
ery side os focused. As already mentioned in section
2, the desired final energy can be delivered by vari
ous kinds of delivery energy and be made usable via
power transformation of the end devices.

3.4.1 Delivery of electric power
The full power that has to be delivered in the form
of electricity including the electric demand of heat
pumps and flow heaters at every instant of time is

Pel,del(t) = Pel,grid(t)+PFH(t)+PHP,HW(t)+PHP,SH(t)

= (1− α(t)− β1(t)) · Pel,FE(t) + γ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

ηFH

+ δ(t) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

COPHP,HW
+ φ(t) · Q̇SH,FE(t)

COPHP,SH

= f(α(t), β1(t), γ(t), δ(t), φ(t)). (26)

The delivered electric energy Eel,del for a fixed
time period T is then given by

Eel,del =

∫ T

0
Pel,del(t)dt. (27)

3.4.2 Delivery of natural gas
Natural gas has to be provided to cover its consump
tion in fuel cells, and gas boilers for water and space
heating:

ĖNG,del(t) = ĖFC,NG(t) + ĖGB,HW,NG(t)

+ ĖGB,SH,NG(t)

= β1(t)·
Pel,FE(t)

ηFC, el
+β2(t)

Q̇HW,FE(t)

ηFC,th
+β3(t)

Q̇SH,FE(t)

ηFC,th

+ ϵ(t) · Q̇HW, FE(t)

ηGB
+ λ(t) · Q̇SH,EE(t)

ηGB
= f(β1(t), β2(t), β3(t), ϵ(t), λ(t)). (28)

The full energy delivery of natural gas is

ENG,del =

∫ T

0
ĖNG(t)dt. (29)

3.4.3 Delivery of district heating power
The district grid is affected by the amount of house
holds with a connection. The power that has to be
delivered by the heating grid at any time t is

Q̇DHG,del(t) = Q̇DHG,HW(t) + Q̇DHG,SH(t)

= (1−β2(t)−γ(t)− δ(t)− ϵ(t)−σ(t)) · Q̇HW,FE(t)

+ (1− β3(t)− φ(t)− λ(t)) · Q̇SH,FE(t)

= f(β2(t), β3(t), γ(t), δ(t), ϵ(t), φ(t), λ(t), σ(t)).
(30)

That leads to the heat QDHG to deliver in a time
period T

QDHG,del =

∫ T

0
Q̇DHG,del(t)dt. (31)

3.5 Operation algorithm
Figure 3 depicts the algorithm’s path for a timeperiod
T with calculation algorithm for every instant of time
t based on the known demand and a heatcontrolled
operation point of fuel cells. For ensuring the
graphic’s clarity, the storage model and EV charging
algorithm model is not explicitely shown here. For
detailed explanation of the EV charging algorithm
see section 4.2.1, the storage model is described in
the appendix.
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Start Set area characteristics

Choose end device configuration

Pel,FE(t) Q̇HW,FE(t) Q̇SH,FE(t)

Psun(t)

Q̇STS,HW(t) → σ(t)PPV(t) → α(t)

Q̇FH,HW(t) → γ(t)

Q̇HP,HW(t) → δ(t)

Q̇GB,HW(t) → ϵ(t)

Q̇HP,SH(t) → φ(t)

Q̇GB,SH(t) → λ(t)

Q̇FC,HW(t) → β2(t) Q̇FC,SH(t) → β3(t)

Q̇DHG,HW(t) Q̇DHG,SH(t)

PFC,el → β1(t)

Ṗel,grid(t), ĖNG(t), Q̇DHG(t)

t ≤ T ?

Eel,del, ENG,del, QNG,del

t := t+ 1

yes

no

End

Fig. 3: Overview of the methodology’s calulation algorithm.

At the very beginning, the basic parameters of the
domestic areas, like number of households N , and
building parameters have to be known from the de
velopment plan. Secondly, the composition of end
devices for final energy supply has to be chosen, so
that the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f , g, v have to be set
in a way, that the boundary conditions, as mentioned
in section 3.2, are fulfilled. The coefficients for ST,
PV and the amount of the inhabitants’ EV are also
entered. The Latin coefficients are now fixed for the
whole time period. Now the calculation is executed
for every timestep t to determine the timedependent
coefficients α, β1, β2, β, γ, δ, ϵ, φ. At time step t,
the electric final energy demands Pel,FE(t) , including
basic service from standard load profiles and the elec
tric charging power for EV, dependent on the daytime
are calculated. The basic load is taken from knowl
edge of input data as exemplary in [32], the necessary
EV power depends on the ratio v for the amount of
electric vehicles and the charging algorithm model as

described in section 4.2.1. The demand of hot wa
ter Q̇HW,FE(t) is calculated by the knowledge of de
manded volume flow, according to empirical values
as in [36] and knowledge of the temperature of de
livered cold water and assumed desired temperature.
The space heating Q̇SH,FE(t) is mainly dependent on
the ambient temperature and the building parameters
and not regarding any unsteady heating processes.
After the assignment of demand data, the power of
sunlight Psun(t) is taken from meteorological data
of radiation, as in [37]. By knowledge of Psun(t),
the power of generated PV power can be calculated,
regarding the efficiencies’ temperaturedependency.
The solar thermal power can be determined by equa
tion 21 and the state of the corresponding storage is
known from the previous timestep t − 1. By knowl
edge of solar heat power QSTS,HW(t) the coefficient
σ(t) and the state of the storage for the next timestep
can be calculated. Households without solar thermal
and storage technology own one device which has to
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fulfill the heating demand for tap water. So the cor
responding coefficients for flow heaters, gas boilers
and heat pumps can be directly calculated out of the
demand of tap water heating. Due to known space
heating demand Q̇SH,FE(t) the coefficients β3,φ and λ
can be calculated directly out of the heating demand.
Fuel cells are assumed heatleaded, so its generated
electric power depends on the ratio ψFC. So, the gen
erated power by FC and the coefficient β1 can then
be calculated. By knowledge of the timedependend
coefficients in greek letters, the delivered power due
to the corresponding energy sectors can be calculated
by utilizing the equations 26,28 and 30 for every sin
gle time step. The delivery power can be integrated to
determine amounts of energy for longer time periods.
The main resources and input parameters which have
to be given to the algorithm are

• The number N of regarded households

• The coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f , g, v that represent
the distribution of the technical components and
amount of EV inside of the whole area

• Demand data for single time steps (electric load
profiles, tap water demand)

• Meteorological data as ambient temperature and
solar radiation

• Building parameters as size, kvalue and roof top
area

• Efficiencies and their, if necessary, temperature
dependency for each kind of appliance

• Maximum output power of PV and solar thermal
cells

• The ratio current to heat ψFC for fuel cells

• Assumptions as desired tap water temperature,
room temperature, storage volume, water density

The methodology consists of the equations 1 – 31
within themanuscript and the equations 50 – 72. They
are executed within the operation algorithm for ev
ery point of time t. The actual number of executed
equations and so the computation time depends on the
chosen versatility of end devices. The more varying
end devices are taken into account the longer takes the
computation time. For example, the storage model is
quite complex in comparison to the quite straight al
gorithm and the state of the storage has always to be
determined for the next time step. Also, the length
of the chosen time period and the time resolution has
an impact on the computation time, because the algo
rithm, as shown in figure 3, is solved for every single
point in time. The number of households N does not

affect the computation time because it just factorizes
the data. Consisting of linear equations, the calcula
tion algorithm is stable and fast. There is no iteration
necessary. The computation time for executing the
complete algorithm implemented in MATLAB®for a
time period of 8760 time steps was observed to be
around 80 seconds.

4 Execution of the method
So far, the method and its working algorithm have
been presented generally. Now, the methodology is
executed for exemplary configuration scenarios with
different appliance distributions within an exemplary
residential area of N = 100 households for a time
period of T = 8760 h. The algorithm is programmed
and the calculation is done in MATLAB®.

4.1 Configuration scenarios
Nevertheless, the methodology is able to deal with
various configuration approaches, to get to some gen
eral conclusions for future grid expansion strategies,
some extreme scenarios shall be considered so far.
The main scenarios shall be

• S1 a) All electric

• S1 b) All el. & PV

• S2 a) Gas, conventional

• S2 b) Gas & fuel cell

• S2 c) Gas & solar thermal

• S3 District heating

to compare three very different grid expansion
strategies. Scenarios 1 and 2 are also supplemented
by different kinds of devices and to evaluate the re
newable potential of PV power and solar thermal
power scenarios in S1 a) and S2 c). The amount of
EV is constantly chosen as v = 0.5 within the dif
ferent scenarios here. The impact of the number of
EV on the whole electric power demand in the sys
tem is shortly sdiscussed in 5.1. Table 4 gives an
overview over the chosen endowment coefficients for
the defined scnearios. Further parameters and as
sumptions for device values and building character
istics are mentioned in the appendix.

4.2 Final energy demands
To execute the methodology, the final energy de
mands of the considered residential area have to serve
as input values, so the methodolgy itself depends on
the quality of forecasted demand data. The demands
are predetermined by the consumers’ behavior and
ambient boundary conditions. In the following, the
data base on the assumed demands of final energy is
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Table 4: Scenario definitions for different technical configurations for the domestic final energy supply.

Device Coeff S1 a) S1 b) S2 a) S2 b) S2 c) S3
All el. All el. & PV GB, conv. GB & FC GB & ST All DHG

PV a 0 0.2 0 0 0 0
FC b 0 0 0 0.2 0 0
FH c 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0

El. Grid x 1 1 1 1 1 1
HP, HW d 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0
GB, HW e 0 0 1 0.8 1 0

ST s 0 0 0 0 1 0
DHG, HW y 0 0 0 0 0 1
HP, SH f 1 1 0 0 0 0
GB, SH g 0 0 1 0.8 1 0
DHG, SH z 0 0 0 0 0 1

EV v 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

briefly presented. The resulting demands of electric
power, tap water and space heating for the exemplary
desitrict are shown in 12

4.2.1 Electric demand
The demand for electric power is devided in the two
main parts basic domestic load and EV charging.

Electric basic load The demand curves for do
mestic pure electrical basic load Pel,FE,dom is given
for the whole district and developed from standard
load profiles, as in [32]. Taking standard load pro
files into account, it has to be kept in consideration,
that only the basic load has to put in as a demand
here and not additionally involving heat pump, flow
heater or EV charging power, because they are con
sidered elsewhere within this calculation. Because
the low voltage grid is ascribed ideal behaviour and
the inhabitants of the residential area are able to share
and exchange electrical power, the load profile for the
whole district is simplifying assumed to be the prod
uct of load profiles as in [32] times factor N . The
improvement of forecasting demand data shall not be
part of this manuscript. For further research focusing
on bottomup strategies for domestic load profiles see
e.g. [38].

EV charging The load Pel,EV, caused by charging
electric vehicles, is determined after a model based
on study [33]. To identify the energy consumption
of EVs, some assumptions are made for energy con
sumption per km, eEV, and average driving routes,
lEV, per vehicle and day are made. Hence, the amount
of energy, EEV,charge, for a complete charging pro
cess of one vehicle can be calculated. The energy
demand of 15% of EVowners is assumed uniformly
distributed to the daily time span 6 am to 4 pm. The

majority of the car drivers (70%) is assumed to charge
their vehicles with a constant load PEV,charge, starting
the process of charging by equably arriving at home
from 4 pm to 8 pm arriving. The residual 15% is
assumed as public charging and not considered un
der the premise that the residential area itself does
not own public charging stations and so the residual
charging is executed off site. Additionally, for charg
ing batteries the AC supply has to be rectified to DC
and an efficiency ηEV,charge might be considered. The
electric power supply for the time period from 6 am
to 4 pm can then be calculated by the equation

Pel,EV(t) = 0.15 · nEV ·
EEV,charge

10h
· 1

ηEV,charge

∀ 6 am ≤ t < 4 pm. (32)

For the charging process in the evening with as
sumed constant charge load PEV,charge, the duration for
full charging for every verhicle can be calculated by

tEV,charge =
EEV,charge

PEV,charge
. (33)

The charging power of every group of vehicles re
turning home and starting charging at t0, assuming
uniformly returning vehicles between 4 pm and 8 pm
until point of time t0 + ⌊tEV,charge⌋ is given by

Pel,EV(t0 + t) = PEV,charge ∀ t ≤ ⌊tEV,charge⌋ . (34)

The remaining necessary charging power is
shaved constantly over the full following timestep
t0 + ⌈tcharge⌉
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P (t0 + ⌈tcharge⌉) =
0.7

5
· nEV

1

1h
· (EEV,charge

−
∫ ⌊tEV,charge⌋

t0

PEV,charge dt)

· 1

ηEV,charge
(35)

The demand for the EVmodels depends on the as
sumed connection power, battery capacity and as
sumed average route distance, which can be easily
modified at the methodology’s setting at the begin
ning. The charging load as a variable can be easily
adapted to different battery models due to develop
ing trends of EV manufacturers’ market penetration.
Additionally, the functionality of the method itself is
totally independent by the input data model of EV
charging processes, because it only affects the electric
final energy demand Pel,FE(t). Hence, it is possible to
utilize different charging algorithms in combination
with the method’s execution.
For the chosen EV parameters of the exemplary exe
cution see table 6.

4.2.2 Hot water demand
For the tap water’s demand, literature and empirical
values as in[36] (see figure 10) can be used. In [36]
percentiles that are used during the day for one house
hold are given. The more residences are involved, the
better the curve fits [36]. A usage of 35 L per person
and day at a desired water temperature of 45 ◦C is as
sumed in this model. The demand of hot water as final
energy is then given by

Q̇HW,FE = V̇HW · ρwater · cp,water · (THW − Tdel). (36)

To modify it to the hourly consideration, it
can be transferred to the integrated volume flow
for one hour with an assumed constant density of
ρwater =0.997 kg

m3 , the desired temperature THW and
the temperature of delivered fresh water Tdel. The dif
ference in total hot water usage between weekend and
weekdays is neglected. It is trivial, that in reality the
usage of warm water is not synchronous. But because
of simplicity, it is assumed that the distribution of use
for warm water supply (solar thermal, flow heater,
NG boiler and district heating grid) of that percentage
correspond to the total distribution of the different de
vices. The appearing inaccuracy for single time steps
should be compensated by long term calculations and
by the high number of considered households. Also,
the efficiencies of single devices are assumed inde
pendent from their load.

4.2.3 Space heating demand
Since the demand for space heating directly depends
on the season, more precisely on the ambient tempera
ture, that demandwill arise in the whole domestic sec
tor more or less at the same time. On the premise of
similar building structures and parameters, especially
regarding the footprints AB and insulation properties,
the heat demand of every individual building is as
sumed equal.
According to [30], the stationary heat loss through the
outer walls of buildings is devided into the main two
parts transmission losses Q̇transm. defined by

Q̇transm. = ktot ·AB(Tin − Tamb) (37)

and the ventilation losses

Q̇vent. = V̇air · ρair · cp,air · (Tin − Tamb) (38)

The ktotvalue (coefficient of heat exchange) for
the transmission loss Q̇transm. is dependent on the
wall material, insulation and the number and struc
ture/design of windows and the roof [30]. The heat
exchange with the earth is considered in an equal
manner to the heat exchange with the environment
which leads to an overestimation of the convective
heat losses.
To calculate the ventilation losses, the ratio of air ex
change nair,exch. and the volume VB of the whole build
ing has to be assumed empirically.
Decreasing the space heating load by usage of solar
radiation as “indirect solar thermal use” [35] is not
taken into account here.

5 Results
In the following the results for the exemplary scenar
ios from table 4 shall be presented and discussed.

5.1 Influence of personal EV charging on
electric power demand

The introduced EV charging model, as described in
section 3.3.1, varies a lot from the conventional load
profile for electric basic load. The difference in nec
essary electric power demand of EV, Pel,FE,EV is ex
emplary shown for different amount of EVs, repre
sented by defined share of v = 0.1, v = 0.5, v = 0.75
and v = 1.0 in comparison to the constant electric ba
sic load Pel,FE,dom in figure 4.

Discussion By using the approach of [33] to define
EV charging processes and assuming different EV
shares up to v = 1.0 (every household owns one in
average) the big impact of uncontrolled private charg
ing for the necessary electric power delivery becomes
obvious as pictured in figure 4. Also, the peak during
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Fig. 4: Electric power demand for domestic use,
according to [32], and EV charging for different
amounts of EV, modeled according to [33] for N =
100 households.

the end of working day in the late afternoon is increas
ing dramatically, according to the assumed charging
behavior.
By regarding the effect of a growing amount of EV in
society, the EV industry itself now affects the wired
electricity energy sector and, using sectorcoupling,
possibly also the gas grid, unlike former times with
only combustion engines in the transportation sector.
By using the method with varying coefficients v, the
effect of EV penetration for the load flow gets obvi
ous and conclusions can be drawn out of the results
also by EV industry. In terms of avoiding repowering
of line capacities, battery manufacturers and charging
station providers could provide gridassistive charg
ing processes by smartmetering for EV to shave load
peaks. For private charging stations such algorithms
are developed in [39] and for big bus stations in [40].
But unlike former connection capacities and grid ex
pansion approaches for only domestic supply in the
low voltage level, growing amounts of EV and the
resulting increasing electric demand for residential
areas have to be considered precociously for future
planning processes.

5.2 Power delivery
At this point the calculation’s results for the deliv
ered power of the three supply sectors are shown.
The following figures 5, 6 and 7 picture the necessary
power delivery of the three energy carriers according
to the defined configuration scenarios in table 4 and
the equal input of final energy demand data given in
figure 12 in the appendix.

Discussion Obviously the different configuration
of end devices affect the amount of delivery power in
all three energy sectors. Providing heat electrical as
in scenario S1 a) doubles the necessary electric power
compared to the DHGscenario S3 during winter
at the peak load. That has to be considered for the

Fig. 5: Electric power delivery for all configuration
scenarios.

Fig. 6: Delivery of natural gas for the different con
figuration scenarios S2 a), S2 b) and S2 c).

Fig. 7: Delivery of district heating heat for the con
figuration scenario S3.

design of line capacities. In this investigation only
space heating is involved but by also taking electric
space cooling during summer into account, the
delivery of electric power would increase also during
the summer season. Furthermore, the transmission
and distribution capacities for ensuring heating and
cooling power cannot be reduced using simultaneity
factors, as it is usual in established electrical grid
planning strategies to estimate occuring peak loads
[27], because it affects the whole location at the same
time, unlike conventional electrical devices in the
low voltage area. Hence, established standard load
profiles for the domestic sector are no longer valid
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to draw conclusions for the actual load flow with an
existing high share of electrical heating and cooling.
Assuming high share of installed PVpower, as in S1
b), it is visible that a high amount of electric power
is fed back to the grid especially during summer, due
to the high amount of direct radiation at noontime.
High share of PVgeneration could endanger partially
overloading of grid structures due to the local si
multaneity of radiation. Batteries to store the excess
power at home for own power consumption are not
considered so far but could serve as a gridassistive
benefit, so including private storages could be an
addon to the so far presented methodology and will
be part of further development of the methodology.
Also, combining own PVgeneration with heat pump
cooling processes during summer is a conceivable
approach.
Unlike the PVscenario S1 b), the FCscenario S2
b) causes electrical feed into the grid during winter
months, resulting from the presupposed heat guided
operating points of FC. With a high local share of
FC heating systems, the same issues as caused by PV
generation appear. Including private battery storages
for FC systems could also be a strategy to release the
electric grid in that case.
Looking at the results for the gas delivery in figure
6, it gets obvious that especially the gas sector is
affected by the demand of space heating and tap
water heating in the gas scenarios S 2 a), b), and
c). The necessary amount of delivered gas power
can be slightly reduced by private using ST and
storagesystems to support tap water heating, com
paring the scenarios S2 a) and S2 c). The higher
demand of natural gas within the FC scenario S2
b) compared to the conventional GBscenario S2
a) occures due to the lower thermal efficiency of
FCs unlike the high thermal efficiency of GBs. As
already mentioned above, involving battery storages
for FCproduced electricity inside this methodology
would pose a significant benefit, justifying the higher
gas consumption by not feeding into electric grid
structures as seen in figure 5 for scenario S2 b). With
even further growing share of private FC technology,
the gas demand itself would maybe outstrip existing
transmission or connection capacities which have
been designed for conventional boilers.
Within the defined scenarios, the district heating
grid is only considered in scenario S3 to provide the
full heat for space and tap water. In scenario S3 the
delivery of electric power only consists of fulfilling
pure electrical demand like for basic appliances
and EV charging and so it is not operating with
high load flow compared to the other scenarios,
especially the “All electric” S 1a) and S 1b). The gas
grid itself does not have to be build in that case, so
only the electric and district heating grids are affected.

By using the presented method as a “green meadow”
approach for totally new built development areas,
it is obvious, that by setting the end devices of the
domestic consumers in an appropiate way, whether
the power has to be supplied only electrical (S1 a) and
b)), electrical and NG (S2 a), b) and c)) or electrical
and DHG (S3) or even by all three sectors, regarding
quite unfavorable configurations. But the opportunity
to try out various appliance configurations using the
presented methodology for development areas leads
to conclusions for the necessary power supply of
the different sectors. The configuration can also be
suitably designed for nearby existing grid structures
to avoid an unnecessary complex expansion of more
distant structures. So the degree of freedom in the
design of consumer’s technical endowment can be
taken into account for future grid expansion strategies
to ensure gridassistive power supply for every of the
three sectors. But also regarding an already existing
residential area with connected grid structures of
known capacities: By extention of the municipality,
the reliable power supply for the existing and the
new buildings has to be ensured. So, the final energy
supply of newly built buildings could be realized
gridassistive, by smart installing of the appropriate
end device, utilizing free capacities of one energy
carrier by not affecting capacities of others which
might be working at their limits.
Hence, in terms of grid expansion the power delivery
of consumer sectors has to be considered in a holistic
way. Various kinds of power transformation and
the resulting possibilities for satisfying final energy
demand in the domestic sector have a direct impact
on the delivered power as seen in the figures 5, 6 and
7. So the holistic consumer design itself increases the
flexibility of the system and should be incorporated
as a parameter of high degree of freedom for future
integrated expansion strategies. The technical design
of one single household does not strongly affect on
the whole system but the overall composition of
large consumer structures directly affects the amount
of delivery power and therefore the necessary line
and pipeline capacities. Considering the following
example: For one consumer in an already established
residential area it could be advantageous providing
space heat electrical due to personal reasons but if the
whole district comes up to this idea, the electric grid,
maybe built in former times according to obsolete
strategies, and also assuming growing number of
EV, the electric capacities could get to its limits
and expansive and complex expansion procedures
have to be executed. To avoid that case, the way of
providing space heating can be distributed smartly
to free infrastructures of other energy carriers like
gas and heat. That example is only one reason to
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picture, why an holistic and multimodal approach
is so important, not only for the grids itself, but
also including consumer structures. That is why the
presented methodology is developed to include all of
the three energy sectors and works with distribution
factors of various end devices for whole residential
areas.

6 Rating Criteria
To rate a full energy systems there are several options
and criteria existing, as already mentioned in section
1. The relative criteria can be chosen based on sub
jective interests and opinions. The so far introduced
methodology can be used to try out different config
urations of appliances in domestic power supply and
compare them directly to each other in terms of se
lected aspects. Some possible rating values and the
corresponding objective functions shall be introduced
here to serve as a base for further investigations on ob
jective or multiobjective optimization of the method.

6.1 Primary energy input
One criterion to evaluate the best configuration could
be the primary energy input to meet the demands of fi
nal energy consumption inside the considered domes
tic sector. The primary energy consumption is defined
by the equation

Eprim = EFE · pf. (39)

The primary energy factors pf varies by the total
configuration of generators in the grid. The value of
the objective function at every time shall be defined
as

f(t) = pf,elPel(t) + pf,NGĖNG(t) + pf,DHGQ̇DHG(t).
(40)

But only if the condition

Pel(t) > 0, (41)

is valid, which represents power flow from grid to
consumer, it is included inside the objective function
f(t).
Otherwise, if

Pel(t) < 0 (42)

is valid at time t and the inhabitants of the resi
dential area generate too much electric power (by PV
or FC) to just satisfy their own consumption, they
have to feed it back into the grid. Because there is
no “profit” for primary energy  renewable power has
a primary energy factor of 0  and the used gas for
running a fuel cell is already included in the NG
consumption, that surplus is not considered in equa
tion 40. Therefore, the term pf,elPel(t) cannot become

smaller than 0. The total objective function as the
summation over time for a longer time period

F =

∫ T

0
f(t)dt (43)

can be a criterion for rating the primary energy
quality of the regarded area.

6.2 Transformation efficiency
By using various kinds of appliances for domestic
power supply, several options for power transforma
tion have been depicted so far. Power transforma
tion is always liable to transformation losses and the
smaller the losses, the higher the efficiency. A value
ηdel is defined to characterize the timedependent
transformation efficiency of the considered system,
given as

ηdel(t) =
ĖFE(t)

Ėdel(t)

=
Pel,FE(t) + Q̇SH(t) + Q̇HW(t)

Pel,del(t) + ĖNG,del(t) + Q̇DHG,del(t)
. (44)

It only represents the ratio of power output to in
put, not factoring or rating the worthiness of the en
ergy carriers. The average efficiency ηdel for a de
sired period of time shall be defined as the quota of
the summed energy output to input, as in

η̄del =
EFE

Edel
=

Eel,FE +QSH +QHW

Eel,del + ENG,del + EDHG,del
. (45)

6.3 Transmission efficiency
Not only transformation, but also transmission losses
inside the system and in overleyed grid structures oc
cure via power transformation and can be taken into
account for evaluation. Introducing the timevariable
necessary power input Ėin,sys(t) respectively energy
input Ein,sys for a time period, efficiency values can
be defined as

ηtransm.(t) =
Pel,del(t) + ĖNG,del(t) + Q̇DHG,del(t)

Ėin,sys(t)
(46)

as timedependent efficiency and

η̄transm. =
Edel,RA

Ein,sys
(47)

as the average transmission efficiency for a longer
time period. The transmission losses, of course, and
so the input power, resp. energy, highly depent on the
defined system boundaries.
Active power losses especially refer to ohmic losses
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along electric transmission lines, which directly de
pend on the load flow, specific restistance of the line
material and the length of transmission lines. Small
transformer losses have to be taken into account by re
garding different voltagelevels. Transmission losses
in electric threephase AC grids can be determined
via iterative load flow calculation methods like e.g.
NewtonRaphson [27] or approximately estimated us
ing DC load flow calculation [41].
Pressure losses along gas pipelines emerge of gas fric
tion betweenmovingmolecules and the inner pipeline
wall so they mainly depend on the pipe’s geomet
ric structure like roughness, diameter and length, to
the flow velocity flow to the power of two (turbulent
flow) and the gas characteristics like e.g. the density
or velocity as temperaturedependent values [42].
Heat losses in the heating grid mainly depend on the
pipe length, the temperature difference between the
process fluid and ambient temperature and the heat
transfercoefficient of the pipeline material.

6.4 Capital expenditure for grid expansion
Grid expansion is not only a technical challenge, but
also economic aspects play a role in expansion strate
gies. The building price of line and pipe infrastruc
ture directly depends on the form of energy, the trans
fer capacity, which results from the maximum power
transfer of electric lines [27] or gas/heat pipes and
the transmission distance. With the specific costs per
km transmission line ccapex for the corresponding en
ergy carrier and the necessary length of the relative
transmission lines, dependent on the location of ex
isting overleyed structure, the capital expenditure can
be calculated as

Ccapex = ccapex,el · ltransm.,el · Pel,max

+ ccapex,NG · ltransm.,NG · ĖNG,max

+ ccapex,DHG · ltransm.,DHG · Q̇DHG,max. (48)

With the presented method, the amounts of maximum
delivery power of the three energy sectors can be ap
proximately forecasted for residential areas, of course
dependent on the approache’s technical endowment
for final energy supply and also on the quality of de
mand and climate data. With the knowledge of nec
essary delivery power of the different energy carriers
and the resulting investment costs, future transmis
sion structures can be performed foresightedly and in
tegratedly, including all the three sectors, with higher
economically effectiveness.

6.5 Energy production costs
The production costs of the energy carriers electric
ity, gas and heat differ greatly from each other. Espe
cially the electricity’s production costs highly depend

on the kind of generation technology, e.g. nuclear,
fossil or renewable generation. Also the way of gen
erating district heat, wheather with CHP or heating
plants, plays a role for the production cost of heat.
The pricing for NG is dependent on the exploitation
of gas sources and global political impacts. Hence,
the total power production costs of investigated resi
dential areas depend on the specific production costs
and the amounts of relative energy carrier to deliver,
already regarding the transmission losses, mentioned
in section 6.3 can be determined by

Copex = cPC,el ·
∫ T

0

1

ηel,transm.(t)
Pel,del(t)dt

+ cPC,NG ·
∫ T

0

1

ηNG,transm.(t)
ĖNG,del(t)dt

+ cPC,DHG ·
∫ T

0

1

ηDHG,transm.(t)
ĖDHG,del(t)dt. (49)

6.6 Resident’s investment and operation
costs

So far, the presented method is constructed in a way
so that the distribution of technical implementations
inside of the residential area is specified at the be
ginning. If an advantagous composition of endow
ment in the area results e.g. from the above men
tioned criteria, individual inhabitants or possible own
ers of the buildings would not have any opportunity
for codecision in fulfilling their demand of final en
ergy. In reality, the owner is free in the arrange
ment of his domestic energy supply, satisfying the
technical connecting conditions of the network oper
ators presupposed. Resident’s personal interests can
differ a lot from national economical or ecological
ones. Onemain design factor of domestic endowment
could be the investment costs for grid connection or
installation of the different devices like PV, storage,
flow heater, gas boiler et cetera, another one the pric
ing of the delivered energy carrier: Though Electric
ity is the most precious and flexible form of power,
it is quite expansive, compared to the more conve
nient NG or heat. A personal economic and ecologi
cal analysis requires the knowledge of personal living
conditions and consumer habits. For the reason that
this method is mainly constructed for the provider’s
point of view so far, personal optimization strategies
for single households should not be pictured here.

7 Conclusions and further research
In terms of increasing renewable power generation
and high electrification of the transportation sector,
existing electric grid capacities may get overloaded.
To face this challenge, not only expanding electri
cal infrastructure, but increasing a system’s flexibility
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and storage ability by incorporating other transmis
sion and storing structures, like the gas grid, as a so
called “integrated grid expansion”, may be one sus
tainable approach to successfully accomplish the en
ergy transition. As a contribution to estimate the po
tential of integrated grid structures, a methodology re
ferring to the domestic sector, utilizing the high tech
nical flexibility of final energy supply, has been de
veloped and explained within the manuscript. It has
been executed for six exemplary configuration sce
narios and the power demand for EV charging and
the necessary delivery power of the three energy sec
tors electricity, gas and heat, have been presented and
discussed in section 5. As a result, a new holistic
methodology has been developed which

• is versatile by including various kinds of end de
vices

• offers nearly infinite selection of technical con
figuration distributions

• is universally and feasibly transferable to resi
dential areas of different size and configuration

• can be combined with different demand forecast
ing methods and EV charging models

• is adaptable for special interests and needs by
small modifications

• is easily extendable by adding further technolo
gies

• generates fast impression of necessary power de
livery for plenty distributions of end devices

• can serve as a basis for comparison of various
configuration according to differing objectives

• is stable and fast due to its linear characteristic

Additional to those advantages, the methodology
offers multifunctional applicability. The declared ob
jectives, concerning primary energy input, system ef
ficiency and investment or operation costs, address
several target audiences, taking differing priorities
and subjective interests into account. They serve as
a basis for comparison and evaluation between vari
ous configuration designs and to draw conclusions re
garding grid expansion strategies by concerning and
weighting different rating criteria.
Presupposed the realistic character of the input final
energy demand data, the execution of several config
uration scenarios, as already elaborately shown and
discussed in chapter 5, leads to the following conclu
sions:

• Growing share of EV and uncontrolled private
charging lead to strongly differing electric load
profiles in comparison to domestic basic load and
increasing peaks in demand.

• The configuration in design of end devices offers
high versatility of the domestic sector. Due to
various possibilities of power transformation, the
supply of final energy demand can be ensured by
various kinds of delivered energy carriers which
leads to the necessity of a multimodal point of
view.

• The composition of different domestic end de
vices for a whole residential area directly influ
ences the amount and kind of delivered power.
That relates to the necessary transition and dis
tribution capacities for the three energy sectors
electricity, gas and heat.

• The high degree of freedom in configuring end
devices offers high flexibility in designing the
whole energy system itself.

• The methodology can deliver guide values for
end devices’ technical design in terms of building
extension with already existing infrastructure to
support gridassistive operation. For this, a co
ordination between the three grid operators and
persons in charge of largescale projects regard
ing rebuilding and expanding of residential areas
is necessary so that costly expansion of one grid
section due to reached capacity limits could po
tentially be avoided for the time being by utiliz
ing already existing infrastructure of other energy
carriers.

• Different strategies in development areas with
a “green meadow” approach can be easily and
effectively tested within the calculation tool to
draw conclusions for the grid operators of the
three energy sectors in terms of necessary grid
expansion.

• The potential of “sectorcoupling at home” in the
domestic consumer sector can be involved in fu
ture holistic integrated energy system planning
and operation.

Further research related to the presented method
could especially focus on heuristically methods and
mathematical optimization: The configuration pa
rameters for the distribution of technical appliances
would be the independent input variables and deliv
ery power, resp. energy, the dependent result values.
Using optimization algorithms should generate better
configurations out of a random start configuration,
based on minimization of the corresponding objective
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function or based on greedy algorithms using high
sensitivity of the input parameters. Investigations
could contain the already defined objectives, but also
adding further objectives and combining and weight
ing them and so develop algorithms out of multi
objective approaches can be part of future research.
Moreover, impacts of single device efficiencies could
be investigated in more detail via sensitivity analysis
and so be able to estimate the potential of technical
retrofit. Within future investigations, the method
could be adapted to other consumer structures like
the service or transportation sector. By combining
the different consumer sectors whole urban structures
can be modeled.
The method itself could be enlarged by further
technical devices, for example inhouse batteries
for PV oder FCowners which also can release
the electric sector, by not feeding all the generated
power back to the grid. Also, individual efficiencies
and enginepower classes could be taken into con
sideration to mirror the real existing diversity. In
further improvement, partial load characteristics of
the devices could be modeled to better represent their
real behavior and generate more accurate results.
In conclusion, the presented manuscript depicts one
part of an integrated energy system, more precisely,
the domestic sector as one main consumer sector
inside a whole energy system. Within the detailed
explanation of the method, the high versatility of
the domestic sector in terms of coupling the energy
carriers and onpoint energy transformation has been
pictured. Satisfying domestic needs can be realized
by various kinds of appliances with direct impact on
the resulting power delivery, which directly leads to
the necessary expansion capacities. The potential of
flexibility in design of the domestic energy supply
should be used as a chance to generate an important
contribution to future integrated grid expansion
methods.
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COP Coefficient of performance
del Delivery
DHG District heating grid
dom Domestic
el Electric
EV Electric vehicle
FC Fuel cell
FE Final energy
FH Electric flow heater
GB Gas boiler
HW Hot water
in Inside
NG Natural gas
OP Operating point
PV Photovoltaic
R Roof
RA Residential area
SH Space heating
ST Solar thermal
STS Solar thermal and storage
tot Total
W Wall
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Appendix
Modeling of hot water storage
The storage for tap water is modeled as an ideal strat
ified storage with two zones of different temperature
level. That does not refer to the reality [43] but re
flects the system of a tap water storage better than the
model of an ideal mixed storage. Due to the use of
solar thermal energy at low operating temperature the
solar heat is than more effectively storable. In the fol
lowing the model is presented in detail. Heat losses
of the storage are neglected.
The regulation always provides a ratio of 40% of the
full volume constantly at the higher temperature Th at
e.g. 60 ◦C to avoid legionella. The temperature Tl in
the storage’s lower part differs, but is limited up to 60
◦C, because at higher temperature it can lead to chalk
[35, 44]. The state, when the whole water inside of the
storage is at the temperature level of 60 ◦C describes
the completely charged state of the storage. Tl is at
least as high as the inlet temperature of the incoming
fresh water Tc, here assumed as 10 ◦C. The absolute
lowest accepted state of the storage is at 60◦ C inside
the upper part and 10 ◦ C at the part below. That state
represents the minimum charging level. model of the
storage is visualized in figure 8.

For a known demand of tap water V̇ at a desired
temperaturelevel, lower than 60 ◦C The desired tem
perature can be reached by mixing the stored water
with fresh water of the temperature Tc. Considering

Fig. 8: Figure of the ideal stratified hot water storage.

water as incompressible fluid with constant density
(ρ = const.), the water’s mass flow at the desired tem
perature Tm can be delivered by mixing hot water of
60 ◦C and untreated fresh water of 10 ◦C. Assuming
a constant heat capacity for water (cp = 4.2 kJ

kgK ) the
necessary mass flow out of the storage at the higher
temperature level can be calculated by

ṁHW,h(t) =
ṁ

Th − Tc
. (50)

For the time t the heat flow out of the storage at
the higher temperature Th can be calculated by

Q̇HW(t) = ṁHW,h(t) · cp(Th − Tc). (51)

In this modeling it is simplifying assumed that the
delivery of fresh water or pumps do not need any ex
tra energy.
For the investigation of solar thermal exploitation at
every timestep t it has to be determined if solar power
Q̇ST is stored, rolled out of the storage, or even the
additional conventional heat source is necessary. In
this ideal stratified model, the outflowing mass flow
ṁHW,h(t) has to be replaced by raising up of mass
from the lower to the higher temperature level. This
happens due to the yield of a heat source.
The capacity inside the storage at every time is dev
ided into the two zones. In the upper level it is, based
on the cold water temperature, given by

Qh = mh · cp · (Th − Tc) = 0.4 · Vstorage · ρ(Th − Tc).
(52)

According to the already remarked condition of a
constant temperature Th, the capacitiy in the upper
part is always the same.
In the lower part, the state of charging Ql(t) varies
in dependency of the water temperature in the lower
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part. It can be determined by

Ql(t) = mc · cp · (Tl(t)− Tc)

= 0.6 · Vstorage · ρ · cp · (Tl − Tc). (53)

The maximum temperature is limited to Tl = Th,
so the maximum capacity of the storage is limited to

Ql,max = 0.6 · Vstorage · ρ · cp · (Th − Tc) (54)

and the minimum heat which only insists of un
treatend fresh water based on the lower temperature
of delivered water, Tc, is Ql,min = 0.

Storage balance To fulfill the condition that al
ways at least 40% of the total volume is at the tem
perature Th and to keep the storage at its current vol
ume of water, the removed mass flow ṁHW,h(t) by the
consumer has to be replaced by fresh water ṁc, but it
is on the low temperature level Tc. The mass balance

ṁh(t) = ṁl(t) = ṁc(t) (55)

for the “rising” masses up to the next higher tem
perature level has to be fulfilled at every time t. It
is based on the imagination of rising up mass cubics
from the fresh level (c) to the low level (l) and from
the low level (l) to the high level (h).

The heat power to replace the missing mass in the
upper part is named as Q̇replace,h and shall now be de
fined by the heat flow

Q̇replace,h(t) = ṁl(t) · cp · (Th − Tl(t)). (56)

and the heat power which has to be given to the
inflowing fresh water with the temperature Tc to get
to constant temperature Tl(t) is defined as

Q̇replace,l(t) = ṁc(t) · cp · (Tl(t)− Tc). (57)

Those are dependent on the storage’s charging
level, represented by the temperature Tl(t) in the
lower part.
If the exactly same heat power Q̇in (e.g. prodced by
solar thermal or additional source) can be given back
to the system.

If the equation

Q̇HW(t) = Q̇replace,h(t) + Q̇replace,l(t) (58)

is valid, the state of the storage does not change
during that time step.

Case 1: Store solar thermal power In case of
higher or equal solar power Q̇ST(t) compared to the
demand Q̇HW(t), so that the inequation

Q̇ST(t) ≥ Q̇replace,h(t) + Q̇replace,h(t) (59)

is valid, leads to the equation∫ tn+1

tn

Q̇ST(t)dt =
∫ tn+1

tn

(Q̇replace,h + Q̇replace,h)dt

+∆Ql (60)
with the storable heat energy∆Ql. Because of the

knowledge of the produced solar power Q̇ST and the
fixed necessary heat Q̇replace,h(t) and Q̇replace,h(t), the
excess heat ∆Ql can be calculated with equation 60.
Its is assumed that only the lower part of the storage
is heated up, but the higher part temperature Th stays
constant. The stored heat energy in the lower part be
tween two timesteps is defined by

∆Ql = Ql(t2)−Ql(t1)

= 0.6 · Vstorage · ρ · cp · (Tl(t2)− Tl(t1)) (61)
and by eliminating Tl(t2) inside of equation 61,

the temperature at the lower level can be calculated
for the next timestep.

Case 2: Discharging storage In case of lower
solar thermal power in comparison to the needed
power, so that the inequation

Q̇ST(t) ≤ Q̇replace,h(t) + Q̇replace,h(t) (62)
but also the inequation

Q̇ST(t) ≥ Q̇replace,h(t) (63)
is valid, it is assumed that the mass flow ml can

be heated up to the higher temperature Th by the so
lar power. That assumption is valid under the premise
that the temperature of the heat carrier medium inside
the absorber is entering the storage’s heat exchanger
at 65 ◦C with a controlled mass flow.
Because of inequation 62 the solar power dies not suf
fice to heat the replaced mass flow at the lower level.
The reduced heat power, given to the rising mass cu
bic, Q̇replace, l, red(t), can be calculated by

Q̇replace, l, red(t) = Q̇ST(t)− Q̇replace,h(t) (64)
The reduced temperature Tl,red of the incoming

fluid is then

Tl,red(t) =
Q̇replace, l, red(t)

ṁc(t)cp
+ Tc < Tl(t). (65)

The mixed new temperature Tl(t2) is then

Tl(t2) =

∫ t2
t1
ṁc(t1)dt · Tl,red(t1)
0.6 · Vstorage · ρ

+
(0.6 · Vstorage · ρ−

∫ t2
t1
ml(t1))Tl(t1)

0.6 · Vstorage · ρ
< Tl(t).

(66)
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The decreasing of the temperature implies dis
charging of the storage. The lost heat between two
timesteps is

∆Ql = 0.6 · Vstorageρcp(Tl(t1)− Tl(t2)) < 0. (67)

Case 3: Additional heat source necessary In
case that the solar power is not enough to replace the
mass in the upper part of the storage, resp. the inequa
tion

Q̇ST(t) ≤ Q̇replace,h(t) (68)
is valid, all of the solar thermal heat is used to heat

up the massflowml to the the high temperature level
to a temperature level as high as possible. It is given
by

Q̇replace,h,red(t) = Q̇ST(t). (69)
The reduced reached temperature level is

Th,red(t) =
QST(t)

ṁl(t)cp
+ Tl(t) < Th. (70)

That means, temperature level Th could not be
held inside of the upper part. It would lead to a given
a mixed temperature by

Th,mix(t2) =

∫ t2
t1
ṁl(t1)dt · Th,red(t1)
0.4 · Vstorage

+
(0.4 · Vstorage · ρ−

∫ t2
t1
ṁh(t1)dt)Th(t1)

0.4 · Vstorage · ρ
< Th.

(71)

To now heat up the upper area to the desired tem
perature Th, as already mentioned as a boundary con
dition, an additional heat source is necessary.∫ t2

t1

Q̇conv.(t1)dt = 0.4·Vstorage ·ρ·cp(Th−Th,mix(t2)).

(72)
The lower part of the storage is not heated up by

the additional source, but will decrease to a mixed
temperature (see equation 66) and the change in the
heat capacity in the lower part is∆Ql.

Properties of the exemplary execution
The chosen properties of the exemplary development
area are shown in table 5.

In a first approximation, all devices have the same
efficiencies and nominal power to ensure the corre
sponding demand. The technical equipment’s prop
erties are given in table 6.

In addition, some further assumptions are made:

• The considered residential area consists of
N =100 households.

• The used technologies of the same type are all the
same size, design and constant efficiency.

• Every house is considered equal with the param
eters given in table 5. That leads to the same de
mand of space heating.

• Every household connected to the district heating
grid uses it for heating usage water and also for
heat space. So it is nDHG,HW = nDHG,SH, resp
y = z valid.

• Households with a NG boiler use it only for space
heating or for space heating and warm water, but
not only for warm water. This leads to the con
dition nGB,SH ≥ nGB,HW, resp g ≥ e.

• Fuel cell systems are all run heat leaded with
a constant factor ψFC. Households with an in
stalled fuel cell system use it for space heating
and the heating of usage water. That says, that
at every timestep the fuel cell has to ensure the
own space heating demand and demand of warm
water.

• Households cannot own the full capicity of solar
thermal and PV technology, because it is limited
by the roof areaAR. The sum of the ratios ζPV,i of
PV covering and ζPV,i of solar thermal covering
are less or equal than 1.

• The calculation is executed stationary for a sim
ulated time period of one year with intervals of
one hour.

• The structure of buildings and the number of in
habitants per household is assumed equal and
constant.

• All households with use of solar thermal power
for tap water heating own a strorage and a gas
boiler as the conventional heat source.

• The solar thermal circle is temperature
controlled with a constant return absorber
temperature of Tabs = 65 ◦C.

• Space heating is only necessary for ambient
temperature values below the limit temperature
Tamb,limit and only in the winter and transition
time period. Deactivating of heating devices at
night and instationary heating processes are not
considered.

• The demands arise synchronously according to
the demand data in figure12.

• All heat exchangers (STS, GB, DHG) in the sys
tem behave with sufficient temperature differ
ences. The heat from the primary medium can
be transferred completely to the second medium.
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Table 5: Properties of the exemplary residential area.

Variable Explanation Value
N Number of residences 100
nP Average number of persons per

household
4

VHW,p Hot water demand at 45 ◦C per
person and day

35 L

VB Volume of building 416 m3

AB Total outer building area 347 m2

AR Roof area 0.23 ·AB
AW Wall area 0.65 ·AB
AWindow Window area per building 0.12 ·AB
kR Heat flow coefficient for the roof 0.16 W

m2K
kW Heat flow coefficient for the outer

wall
0.15 W

m2K

kWindow Heat flow coefficient for windows 1.0 W
m2K

nairexchange Air exchange rate for the building 0.71
h

Tin Desired inner room temperature 20 ◦C
Tamb,limit Lower ambient temperature

threshold
15 ◦C

Vstorage Hot water storage volume for ST
use

nP · VHW,p · 10−3 m3

Th Temperature at hot part of storage 60 ◦C
lEV Average dridaily driving route for

EV
55km
d

Table 6: Overview over the applied properties of tech
nical devices.

Device Properties
PV cell ηo(25

◦C) = 0.215
τPV = −0.004

Pel,max = 110
Wp
m2

FC ηel = 0.38
ηth = 0.55
Pel
Pth

= ψFC = 0.7
Electric Flow heater η = 0.99
Gas boiler η = 0.93
Solar Thermal cell ηo(25

◦C) = 0.82
Tabs,out = 65 ◦C
k∗tot = 3.8 W

m2K
k1 = 0.03 W

m2K
Heat pump COP = 4.0
Electric vehicle ηEV,charge = 1.0

PEV,charge = 3.7kW
eEV = 20kWh

100km

• The energy consumption of every EV is consid
eredwith 20 kWh/100 km and a vehicle’s average
route is 55 km per day, hence the full amount of
energy in every charging circle is 11 kWh every
day. The charging process is not differentiated in
weekdays and weekends.
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Fig. 9: Assumption of electric power demand for one household (a) Summer (b) Transition period (c)Winter
according to [32], normalized to 3000 kWh per year and household.

Fig. 10: Amount of hot water demand in the domestic sector according to [36].
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Fig. 11: (a) Ambient temperature in ◦C accroding to (b) Diffuse and direkt radiation in W
m2 on a horizontal area

according to [37].

Fig. 12: Annual final energy demand for considered exemplary residential area with N = 100 households.
(a) Electric demand with basic load and a EV share of v = 0.5 (b) Hot water demand (c) Space heating demand.
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